If you make a list of environmental risks in order of how many people they kill each year, then list them again in order of how alarming they are to to the general public, the two lists will be very different. The first list will also be very debatable, of course; we don't really know how many deaths are attributable to, say, geological radon or toxic wastes. But we do know enough to be nearly certain that radon kills more Americans each year than all our Superfund sites combined. Yet, as Milton Russell points out (see preceding article), millions who choose not to test their homes for radon are deeply worried about toxic wastes. The conclusion is inescapable: the risks that kill you are not necessarily the risks that anger and frighten you.
To bridge the gap between the two, risk managers in government and industry have started turning to risk communication. They want help convincing the public that one part per million of dimethylmeatloaf in the air or water may not be such a serious hazard after all. Sometimes they want this help even when one part per million of dimethylmeatloaf is a serious hazard, hoping that clever risk communication can somehow replace effective risk management. But often the best evidence suggests that the dimethylmeatloaf really does endanger our health less than, say, eating peanut butter (not to mention the really big hazards, like cigarette smoking). Can risk communication get people to ease off on the dimethylmeatloaf and worry instead about their peanut butter consumption?
No. What risk communication can do is help risk managers understand why the public properly takes dimethylmeatloaf more seriously than peanut butter. This understanding, in turn, can lead to changes in dimethylmeatloaf policy that will help bring the public and expert assessments of the risk closer together.
The core problem is a definition. To the experts, risk means expected annual mortality. But to the public (and even the experts when they go home at night), risk means much more than that. Let's redefine terms. Call the death rate (what the experts mean by risk) "hazard." Call all the other factors, collectively, "outrage." Risk, then, is the sum of hazard and outrage. The public pays too littleattention to hazard; the experts pay absolutely no attention to outrage. Not surprisingly, they rank risks differently.
Risk perception scholars have identified more than 20 "outrage factors." Here are a few of the main ones:
Voluntariness:
A voluntary risk is much more acceptable to people than a coerced risk, because it generates no outrage. Consider the difference between getting pushed down a mountain on slippery sticks and deciding to go skiing.
Control:
Almost everybody feels safer driving than riding shotgun. When prevention and mitigation are in the individual's hands, the risk (though not the hazard) is much lower than when they are in the hands of a government agency.
Fairness:
People who must endure greater risks than their neighbors, without access to greater benefits, are naturally outraged -especially if the rationale for so burdening them looks more like politics than science. Greater outrage, of course, means greater risk.
Process:
Does the agency come across as trustworthy or dishonest, concerned or arrogant? Does it tell the community what's going on before the real decisions are made? Does it listen and respond to community concerns?
Morality:
American society has decided over the last two decades that pollution isn't just harmful -it's evil. But talking about cost-risk tradeoffs sounds very callous when the risk is morally relevant. Imagine a police chief insisting that an occasional childmolester is an "acceptable risk."
Familiarity:
Exotic, high-tech facilities provoke more outrage than familiar risks (your home, your car, your jar of peanut butter).
Memorability:
A memorable accident -Love Canal, Bhopal, Times Beach -makes the risk easier to imagine, and thus (as we have defined the term) more risky. A potent symbol -the 55-gallon drum -can do the same thing.
Dread:
Some illnesses are more dreaded than others; compare AIDS and cancer with, say, emphysema. The long latency of most cancers and the undetectability of most carcinogens add to the dread.
Diffusion in time and space:
Hazard A kills 50 anonymous people a year across the country. Hazard B has one chance in 10 of wiping out its neighborhood of 5,000 people sometime in the next decade. Risk assessment tells us the two have the same expected annual mortality: 50. "Outrage assessment" tells us A is probably acceptable and B is certainly not.
These "outrage factors" are not distortions in the public's perception of risk. Rather, they are intrinsic parts of what we mean by risk. They explain why people worry more about Superfund sites than geological radon, more about industrial emissions of dimethylmeatloaf than aflatoxin in peanut butter.
There is a peculiar paradox here. Many risk experts resist the pressure to consider outrage in making risk management decisions; they insist that "the data" alone, not the "irrational" public, should determine policy. But we have two decades of data indicating that voluntariness, control, fairness, and the rest are important components of our society's definition of risk. When a risk manager continues to ignore these factors -and continues to be surprised by the public's response of outrage -it is worth asking just whose behavior is irrational.
The solution is implicit in this reframing of the problem. Since the public responds more to outrage than to hazard, risk managers must work to make serious hazards more outrageous, and modest hazards less outrageous. Recent campaigns against drunk driving and sidestream cigarette smoke provide two models of successful efforts to increase public concern about serious hazards by feeding the outrage.
Similarly, to decrease public concern about modest hazards, risk managers must work to diminish the outrage. When people are treated with fairness and honesty and respect for their right to make their own decisions, they are a lot less likely to overestimate small hazards. At that point risk communication can help explain the hazard. But when people are not treated with fairness and honesty and respect for their right to make their own decisions, there is little risk communication can do to keep them from raising hell -regardless of the extent of the hazard. Most of us wouldn't have it any other way.
